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Meet Her To Keep Her: The 10
Biggest Mistakes That Prevent Most
Guys From Attracting And Keeping
An Amazing Girlfriend

How to Understand Women and Have More Success Attracting a Quality GirlfriendDid you know
that high-quality women, you know, the ones with brains, beauty, personality, and hearts of gold,
make the most AMAZING girlfriends? You probably did, that's why you wouldn't mind being in a
relationship with one.But did you also know that the things they expect from a potential mate are
VERY different from what most other women want from men? These women have a lot more
options when it comes to the men they date and they're beyond picky when it comes to choosing a
man for a romantic relationship.Make Her Want You By Becoming Mr. RightLike all women, a
woman like this is really looking for Mr. Right, but that's where the similarities end. What she
REALLY wants is a special kind of Mr. Right, someone she considers "boyfriend material." But
here's the bad news...Unless you know what this class of woman considers "boyfriend material",
you'll find yourself perpetually dateless or worse...settling down with some girl you barely want to be
around.What Women Really Want in a ManMost guys make it IMPOSSIBLE to create and sustain a
long-term attraction with a high-quality woman usually because of one simple fact: They have NO
idea what she wants from a man.But if you want to avoid the most common mistakes men make
when trying to date these kinds of women, you're in luck. In Meet Her To Keep Her, you'll learn the
ten dating mistakes that stop most guys from attracting and keeping the woman they really want to
be with.Here's a quick peek at what you'll learn inside Meet Her To Keep Her:How to separate
yourself from EVERY other guy she's ever met before by changing ONE simple thing about the way
you approach dating.The most important thing about a man that highly desirable, girlfriend
material-type women find irresistible in a potential mate.Why guys who ignore this crucial aspect
about a woman's physical and emotional needs always end up being dumped or cheated on.How
changing a few simple habits will skyrocket your ability to attract the RIGHT woman. (The kind of
woman who won't make you work your tail off to impress her)How to avoid wasting time on
manipulative, boring, or incompatible women who have little to no attraction to you.And much, much
more...Would You Like to Know More?Get started right away and learn how to avoid these common
dating mistakes in order to become better "boyfriend material" to attract and keep your dream
girl.Scroll to the top of the page and select the 'buy button' now.
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Depending on your age some of these mistakes may not hinder you that much. But as you get older
lacking skills, knowledge, success and the right attitudes/frames will weaken your ability to attract
and maintain relationships with higher quality women. Can you get away with being hopeless in a
number of areas, sure but unless you are exceptional in other areas it really will make your road a
harder uphill one. Another one of my friends is a classic example of someone who has developed
himself in all the areas listed and his ability to attract quality women has skyrocketed! (took him 5
years) Once you have read this grab a pen and paper and be honest with yourself. The 31 pages
can be a springboard to take action and seek other resources that go into more depth.Think that I
would add a few more mistakes to the list from my own personal stuff ups;11 Not having Prizability Swingcat teaches this well. What frame/mindset do you have when you deal with women of the
calibre the book talks about? How do you see yourself when you have interactions with women.
Does your behaviour demonstrate that you are the prize?12 Not being a Challenge - Workout your
version of doing this without having to be a prick or deliberately attempting to be a badboy. Women
test guys out all the time, why not throw a few challenges her way?

This is a nice short book of 10 mistakes all men make, and it's because we live in todays world
where it is not expected of us to face danger and become leaders. Woman's hardware is outdated,
but luckily for us we know this and becoming a better man is beneficial to ourselves firstly. So your

becoming a better person as opposed to learning how to please a woman.

10 for 10 ... it's a great statistic unless it is the ten common mistakes guys make with women. The
author provides you with a description of each of these and what to do to avoid them. Once again, I
find this refreshing because you are not subscribing to any of the methodologies of the so called
master pick up artists. Each mistake can be overcome if you are willing to set yourself on a path of
personal growth. I look forward to reading his other books.

This book is telling you what secretly you already know. Some examples are Improve yourself first
before trying to find the one. Be very discriminating with picking to be your partner since you are
wasting time with people you are not interested and forming a bad relationship is worst than being
single. So is the book worth reading since some of the stuff in it you may already know? Well the
book is short but it is refreshing to read a book that the goal is to be happy. A book which is telling
you to work on yourself if your goal is to find that special someone and not a guide just how get a
girl to sleep with you

Bruce Bryans does a great job of reinforcing ten most crucial requirements not just on how to score
a high quality woman but on how to lead a high quality life.

If only men could analyze the content of this book, many relationships dynamic would change. This
one is a man book, written in their language. Sometimes we need to understand the "other side"
under the "the other side perspective. I'm a woman and recommend this book to every single man.

I honestly thought the book was written by a woman at first with all the women can do what they
want and don't judge them advise, but he also has some good points on things that we should do as
men. Having a backbone is one of the things he stresses over and over in the book and it makes
perfect sense. I would recommend reading the book.

I enjoy how the author presented the question and explained in detail the outcome and a women's
reaction. He also explains why to help you understand the reason behind the outcome.
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